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Introduction

For today’s incident responders, combating the ceaseless wave of cyberattacks can feel 
like being adrift at sea during a never-ending storm. VMware’s 2022 Global Incident 
Response Threat Report takes a deep dive into the headwinds faced by defenders and 
how security teams attempt to stay the course. In this executive brief we highlight the 
top takeaways from this global study, to help technology leaders with their efforts make 
critical decisions for the business.

In our annual survey of 125 cybersecurity and incident response (IR) professionals, we 
found that security teams are still reeling from pandemic disruptions and burnout while 
bracing for cyberattacks tied to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.

Zero-day exploits show no signs of abatement after record levels last year: 62% of 
respondents said they experienced such attacks in the past 12 months, up from 51% in 
2021. This surge can be attributed to geopolitical conflict, as well.

Zero-days are expensive to make—and once they’re used, they’re not as useful 
again. Nation- states are therefore prime drivers behind the zero-day market, 

particularly during saber-rattling moments like this.

– Rick McElroy, principal cybersecurity strategist at VMware

This year’s survey reveals a number of other threat areas, including the risks posed by 
deepfakes, container and cloud vulnerabilities, API security systems, business email 
compromises (BECs), and extortionary ransomware attacks. The ability of threat actors to 
move around networks, evade security teams, and leverage various platforms and attack 
methods to further penetrate networks and distribute attacks exacerbates these risks.
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Defenders are successfully implementing new strategies and methods to stem the tide 
of incursions. For instance, 75% of organizations have employed virtual patching as an 
emergency mechanism, reflecting the growing maturity of security teams. Nearly 90% of 
respondents now say they are able to disrupt an adversary’s activities, and 74% percent 
report that IR engagements are resolved in one day or less. And while burnout remains a 
critical issue, overall burnout rates are slightly down from 2021.

The majority of respondents witnessed instances of lateral movement, with one in 10 
saying they account for at least half of all attacks. 

Lateral movement has always been with us. What has changed is that an 
increasing percentage of east-west traffic is not moving through the network. 

Rather, it stays on the hypervisor as the hypervisor runs more and more 
workloads. This means that unless system and organization controls are 

equipped to see the lateral movement between workloads and containers on 
the hypervisor, security teams are sailing blind in the storm.

– Karen Worstell, senior cybersecurity strategist at VMware
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Additional Findings 

•   The majority of respondents witnessed instances of lateral 
movement in the past year, reporting they appeared in 25% of 
all attacks. Dual-use tools leveraged for this purpose went up 
across the board, with increases of more than 10% in the use of 
script hosts (49%) and file storage and synchronization (46%). 
This latter finding signals a troubling lack of visibility into storage 
platforms across clouds.

•   Deepfake attacks increased 13%, with 66% of respondents now 
saying they witnessed them in the past 12 months. Email was the 
top delivery method (78%) for such attacks, which corresponds 
with the rise in BECs (i.e., when criminals send messages 
that appear to come from a known source with a legitimate 
request). From 2016 to 2021, BEC incidents cost organizations an 
estimated $43.3 billion, according to the FBI.

•   Zero-day exploits were encountered by 62% of respondents in 
the past 12 months, an 11% increase from last year. These costly, 
often custom-made exploits continue to skyrocket, in large part 
due to mounting geopolitical conflict.

•   Nearly one-quarter of attacks (23%) now compromise API 
security as these platforms emerge as a promising new attack 
vector. The top types of API attacks include data exposure 
(encountered by 42% of respondents in the past year), SQL and 
API injection attacks (37% and 34%, respectively), and distributed 
denial-of-service attacks (33%). These findings suggest attackers 
are seeking to compromise API security to distribute additional, 
often destructive attacks, also known as progressive API attacks.
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•   Nearly 60% of respondents experienced a ransomware attack 
in the past 12 months as prominent cyber cartels continue to 
extort organizations through double extortion techniques, data 
auctions and blackmail.

•   IR professionals are fighting back with 87% saying they are able 
to disrupt a cybercriminal’s activities sometimes (50%), or very 
often (37%). They’re using new techniques to do so: Three- 
quarters of respondents (75%) say they are now deploying virtual 
patching as an emergency mechanism.

•   While employee burnout rates dropped slightly from last 
year, it remains a critical issue. Forty-seven percent said they 
experienced burnout or extreme stress in the past 12 months, 
down from 51% last year. Yet unfortunately, 69% (compared 
to 65% in 2021) of respondents experiencing these symptoms 
still considered leaving their job as a result. Mitigating practices 
include flexible hours (72%), educational investment (44%), and 
coaching/therapy (45%).
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The Eye of the Storm: Today’s Threat Landscape

An increase in cyberattacks since the invasion of Ukraine was noted by 65% of 
respondents. Zero-day exploits, often developed by nation-states and/or cyber cartels 
with the capital to uncover software vulnerabilities and backdoors, also saw a steep rise, 
with 62% of respondents having encountered one in the past 12 months (compared to  
51% in 2021).

Unfortunately, 100% prevention of zero-days is nearly impossible.  
What defenders can do is implement network and endpoint protection and response 

tools that scan for vulnerabilities listed in CISA’s Known Exploited Vulnerabilities 
Catalog, while also ensuring they have visibility throughout their infrastructure.

– Tom Kellermann, head of cybersecurity strategy at VMware

Destructive malware—including malware families that were presumed to have been 
taken down by Western governments—is also seeing a resurgence aligned with recent 
geopolitical events.

Though survey respondents only saw custom malware in roughly one-third (27%) of 
attacks, those with typical antivirus software might not have the capabilities to detect the 
behavioral anomalies such malware poses. With that said, U.S. and U.K. respondents 
witnessed more of these attacks (30% and 34%, respectively), which makes sense given 
their early and ongoing support of Ukraine.

The predominance of ransomware attacks, often buttressed by e-crime groups’ 
collaborations on the dark web, continues unchecked.

57%
57% of respondents 
said they encountered 
such attacks in the past 
12 months

66%
66% encountered 
affiliate programs and/
or partnerships between 
ransomware groups
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What’s more, these groups have transformed the traditional aims of ransomware into 
something even more sinister: cyber extortion. In other words, criminals no longer simply 
want to get a ransom paid but are staging multilevel campaigns to progressively extort 
their victims.

This year’s survey revealed one-quarter of all ransomware attacks included double 
extortion techniques, with top methods including:

63% 60% 37%

Blackmail Data Auction Name and Shame

Deepfakes

Two-thirds of respondents saw malicious deepfakes used as part of an attack. The FBI 
concurs, having recently cited an increase in complaints involving “the use of deepfakes 
and stolen Personally Identifiable Information (PII) to apply for a variety of remote work 
and work-at-home positions.”

“Deepfakes” leverage artificial intelligence to replace the image, voice, or identity of one 
person with that of another person, thereby resulting in falsification.

The majority of respondents said deepfake attacks most often took the form of video 
(58%) rather than audio (42%), and top delivery methods included:

Email Mobile Messaging Voice Social

34% 34%57%78%
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New platforms are also increasingly being leveraged for such attacks, including third-
party meeting applications (31%) and business collaboration tools (27%), in the form 
of business communication compromises (BCCs). Scams were cited as these attacks’ 
primary purpose (60%), while IT (47%) was listed as the top target sector, followed by 
finance (22%) and telecom (13%).

Worstell says the fact these attacks are going after the IT industry is particularly 
significant. “The successful SolarWinds attack has provided a formidable blueprint for 
threat actors looking to target vendors. Targeting IT is only the start of an adversary’s 
campaign…it’s just a way to get in the door. Attackers know that if they go through IT, 
they may very well get the keys to the kingdom.”

Attackers looking to infiltrate business email to, for instance, perform an unauthorized 
transfer of funds can also leverage deepfake technology. 

Emerging Attack Types & Vulnerabilities:  
API Security, Containers, and Insider Threats

APIs, which allow two software components to communicate with each another, are also 
under increased threat.

23% of all attacks seen by respondents in the past 12 months 
compromised API security, with top API attack types including:

Data exposure 
attacks

SQL injection 
attacks

API injection 
attacks

37% 34%42%
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Once these systems are breached, they can be used to distribute attacks as well, known 
as progressive API attacks. Organizations should familiarize themselves with the Open 
Web Application Security Project (OWASP) Top 10 security vulnerabilities and the 
methodologies used to mitigate them.

As workloads and applications proliferate, APIs have become the new  
frontier for attackers. As everything moves to the cloud and apps increasingly talk 

with one another, it can be difficult to obtain visibility and detect anomalies in APIs.

– Chad Skipper, global security technologist at VMware

Meanwhile, 75% of respondents said they had encountered exploits of vulnerabilities in 
another cloud native technology: containers. The growing use of these applications, their 
ephemeral nature (a container’s average lifetime is five minutes, and development teams 
constantly spin out new ones), and their use of third- party registries provide more entry 
points for attackers and underscore the importance of image hardening to help ensure 
only approved images are deployed in production.

Finally, malicious insider attacks—in which an organization’s current or former employee, 
contractor or business partner uses their access to critical assets to facilitate an attack—
are on the rise, according to a World Economic Forum Report. Our survey found that 41% 
of respondents encountered attacks involving insiders over the past year, underscoring 
the increasingly critical nature of talent management when it comes to cybersecurity 
controls.
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Shifting Winds: How Attackers Move About  
a Victim’s Network

CISOs invest most heavily in two areas: technology to protect the perimeter  
of their networks, and technology to make sure the PCs and other endpoint  

devices used by employees are not compromised.

Many of the most sophisticated attackers spend their days devising ways to  
sneak into the massive flow of data that takes place behind the perimeter.

Once inside, smart attackers bide their time, hiding within the common noise of  
your network, discovering assets, moving laterally leveraging common ports  

and protocols waiting for opportunities to do the most damage—say, to launch  
a ransomware attack or surreptitiously steal customer data.

– Tom Gillis, senior vice president and general manager of  
VMware’s Networking and Advanced Security Business Group

Emerging Attack Types & Vulnerabilities:  
API Security, Containers, and Insider Threats

Today’s threat actors possess increasingly sophisticated methods for evading defenders 
and countering incident response. These techniques—such as resetting passwords (seen 
by 46% of respondents), using trusted software (38%), and manipulating time stamps (up 
to 62% from 58% last year)—allow attackers to move around inside a network and make it 
more difficult for IR teams to detect their activities.

Adversaries are also going after IR teams themselves, whether by targeting responders 
directly (33%), tampering with agents (28%), or monitoring in-band IR communications 
(23%). The outcome is often destructive, as our latest Modern Bank Heists survey—which 
reported a 17% increase in destructive attacks against financial institutions—revealed 
earlier this year.
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Best Practices

Beware of attacks disguised as legitimate 
IT practices. By using accepted protocols, 

attackers may connect to systems that 
should be off-limits. 

Integrate your network detection and 
response (NDR) with your endpoint 

detection and response (EDR) to optimize 
threat detection. 

Embrace Zero Trust principles, thereby 
assuming every digital transaction could 

be malicious until proven otherwise. 
Adopt robust identity, access and 
attribute management for every 

interaction between users and resources 
and among resources themselves.

Conduct continuous threat hunting.  
Security teams should assume attackers 

have multiple avenues into their 
organization.
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Conclusion

The past two years have placed a heavy burden on IR teams. Unfortunately, 
the war in Ukraine is ratcheting up the pressure yet again just as cybersecurity 
professionals began to acclimate to pandemic-related disruptions.

Though the waters ahead will certainly be choppy, defenders have proven that if 
they continually learn and adapt to new conditions, they can successfully weather 
the storm. The data contained in this report can help enterprise decision-makers to 
identify vulnerabilities that need to be addressed.

Methodology

VMware conducted an online survey about trends in the incident response 
landscape in June 2022, and 125 cybersecurity and incident response 
professionals from around the world participated. Percentages in certain 
questions exceed 100% because respondents were asked to check all that 
apply. Due to rounding, percentages in all questions may not add up to 100%. 
To read last year’s report, please visit Global Incident Response Threat Report: 
Manipulating Reality.

About VMware

VMware is a leading provider of multi-cloud services for all apps, enabling 
digital innovation with enterprise control. As the trusted foundation to accelerate 
innovation, VMware software gives businesses the flexibility and choice they need 
to build the future. Headquartered in Palo Alto, California, VMware is committed 
to building a better future through the company’s 2030 Agenda.  
For more information, please visit vmware.com/company.
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